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How does Vermont tax businesses?
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• Vermont – like the Federal Government – treats taxes on net 
income/profit depending on how a business is structured

• Two Characterizations
1. Corporations

• Subject to the Corporate Tax.

2. Pass-Through Businesses 
• Profits are divided amongst shareholders depending on shares of business.

• Owners of the business pay taxes through the Personal Income Tax Code.

• Increasing the corporate tax rate would not affect business income owners receive from 
pass-throughs.



Corporate Income Taxes
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• Vermont currently applies an 8.5% marginal tax rate on net corporate income 
above $25,000.

• Corporate income of a unitary group includes, the total net income of a 
parent corporation and all subsidiaries.

• Income is determined by an apportionment formula:
• Pre-2023: a three-factor formula used share of payroll, property and sales in Vermont 

relative to national payroll, property and sales.

• Beginning January 2023: single factor sales apportionment

• Tax rates apply to the net income apportioned to Vermont

• Firms with zero taxable income (roughly 70% of returns) pay the minimum 
tax, which ranges from $100 to $100,000



Corporate Income Taxes
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Marginal Tax Rates

Income Allocable to Vermont Tax Rate

$0 $10,000 6.0%

$10,000 $25,000 7.0%

$25,000 and up 8.5%

Minimum Annual Tax

Vermont Gross Receipts Minimum Tax

$0 $500,000 $100

$500,000 $1,000,000 $500

$1,000,000 $5,000,000 $2,000

$5,000,000 $300,000,000 $6,000

$300,000,000 and up $100,000



Corporate income tax in other states
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• 44 states have a corporate income tax.

• 15 of these states (including Vermont) have different rates that apply to 
different income brackets.

• The remainder levy a single tax rate on all levels of corporate income.

• Note that apportionment factors and determination of net income across 
states differs so looking at the rate is only part of the story. 

• Vermont’s current 8.5% top corporate income tax rate starts at $25,000 of net 
income.
• At $25,000 California (8.84%), Delaware (8.7%), Illinois (9.5%), Minnesota (9.8%), and 

Pennsylvania (8.9%) have higher tax rates at that level.

• https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/state/state-corporate-income-tax-rates-
brackets-2023/

https://taxfoundation.org/data/all/state/state-corporate-income-tax-rates-brackets-2023/
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Corporate Income Tax Forecast Overview

• The January 2024 consensus forecast estimates corporate income tax 
revenue will generate $241.5 million in revenue in FY2024. This equates 
to approximately 11.3% of total forecasted General Fund revenue in 
FY24.

• This represents a downgrade of approximately $1.2 million or 0.5% from 
the July 2023 consensus forecast.

• CI tax revenue was approximately $281.4 million in FY23. The January 
2024 forecast represents a decrease of $39.9 million or 14.2% from the 
prior year.
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Corporate Income Tax Overview

• In the first six months of the FY24 corporate income revenue was below 
the July consensus forecast by approximately $7.7 million or -7.3%.

• The consensus forecast notes that corporate income tax receipts will 
face growing headwinds as the economy in expected to continue to 
slow in the next year.

• After an initial decrease in CI revenue in FY24 and FY25 the forecast 
estimates revenues will start growing steadily in the years after.

• CI revenue is projected to remain about 11% of total General Fund 
revenue going forward.
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Source: January 2024 Consensus Revenue Forecast
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Source: January 2024 Consensus Revenue Forecast
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Corporate Profits - Nationally
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Federal Corporate Tax Collections
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Recent Corporate Tax Law Changes

• Repeal of 80/20 language

• Single sales factor

• Joyce to Finnigan Methodology

• Throwback rule repeal

• Minimum Corporate Taxes
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Recent Corporate Tax Law Changes
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• The structure of the corporate tax changes effective for tax year 2023 is largely expected to be 
revenue neutral. Many of the changes represented a modernization of the VT corporate tax code.

• More and better information on the effects of these changes will be available towards the end of this 
year.

• More details can be found in the fiscal note: https://ljfo.vermont.gov/assets/Publications/As-Passed-
by-the-General-Assembly/bc8de0f4f0/GENERAL-361032-v5-S_53_Fiscal_Note_2022_Session.pdf

https://ljfo.vermont.gov/assets/Publications/As-Passed-by-the-General-Assembly/bc8de0f4f0/GENERAL-361032-v5-S_53_Fiscal_Note_2022_Session.pdf

